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Company Description

LIVE IT UP IN OSAKA, JAPAN

Nestled in the fun-filled heart of Shinsaibashi, on Midōsuji Boulevard, take in a fab city in Osaka, Japan, the W way. Reboot
all your social needs at the electric nightlife scenery of Dotonbori just around the corner. W Osaka seamlessly blends
Japan’s celebrated cultural heritage with bold contemporary designs in a rarified milieu of playful chic and boundless luxury.
Immerse yourself in super social and mouthwatering dining experiences. Later, kick back in style in one of our extra-comfy
hotel rooms. 

ICONIC ARCHITECTURE AND BOLD DESIGN

Asserting its tall presence in the city's busy urban streetscape, a black monolith façade designed by world-renowned
architect Tadao Ando exposes a minimalist exterior, while concealing a colorful interior. Truly narrating a story of simplicity
extravagance with bold contemporary designs in a rarified milieu of playful chic and boundless luxury.

WHATEVER/WHENEVER® SERVICE

Explore the vibrant city of Osaka, where “old meets new” from modern luxuries to traditional street culture, from futuristic
emporia to historical sites, from the latest in fine dining to old classics in street food fare. Whatever you want. Whenever you
want it. Just ask. We offer insider experiences to a city that never stays still yet remains true to its timeless essence.

NEXT GEN DESTINATION

Located on vibrant Midōsuji Boulevard in the happening city’s fun-filled heart, this is where you’ll get the very best of a fab
city with all its charms like nowhere else by experiencing Osaka in the unique W way. Reboot all your social needs at the
electric nightlife scenery of Dotonbori just around the corner. Whatever you choose to do, now is your chance.

INNOVATIVE DINING

Hello to a bold and fresh, unexpected and sublime, rule-defying and flamboyant gourmet experiences. Spoil your inner foodie
at our four restaurants which blend iconic global flavors and Japanese cuisine with a tantalizing modern twist in innovative
styles. Wash it all down with fine cocktails crafted by our resident mixologists at our bars.

MEETINGS & EVENTS

Our stylish event facilities help any meeting or social gathering come into its very own with 585sqm of space with endless
innovative design possibilities, including one Great Room and three meeting rooms. At your disposal will be top-notch hi-tech
tools with state-of-the-art AV systems. Leave nothing to chance: every last detail will help tell your story through a futuristic
lens.

WED YOUR WAY

Make your wedding truly special with WED YOUR WAY at W Osaka. Customize and design your epic once-in-a-lifetime and
one-of-a-kind wedding down to the smallest details. From grand, intimate, stylish and glam, we'll help you plan for the perfect
day and our exclusive Whatever/Whenever services will turn your every wedding experience in Osaka to be exactly how
you’ve always wanted it.
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Head Office
Japan  

Main Business
ホテル業  

President
近藤 豪  

URL
https://www.marriott.com/en-us/hotels/osaow-w-osaka/overview/?EM  
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Main Office
4-1-3 Minami Senba, Osaka-shi Chuo-ku
Osaka, Japan, 5420081
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